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Modern high-energy physics is aimed at both the confirmation of already established theories (such as the 

Standard Model (SM) and quantum chromodynamics (QCD)), and the search for different kinds of deviations from the 

formed theories. However, it would be presumptuous to assume that the existing electroweak theory is the only one 

possible. Therefore, the search for deviations from the Standard Model is an important task of modern fundamental 

science. 

One of the most progressive areas of such research is studying the lepton flavor violating processes (involving 

neutrino oscillations). However, neutrino detection is a very difficult task for high-energy experimental physics. In this 

case, the lepton–photon interactions study has great potential. This is due to the linear colliders high accuracy and the 

nonzero lepton number in the final state [1]. Moreover, these processes can be implemented in the future at the 

International Linear Collider (ILC) [2]. 

In this paper single gauge bosons production polarization effects in photon-lepton collisions were investigated [3]. 

Precise covariant analytical expressions and graphs for total cross sections and asymmetries in the cases of photon 

interaction with electrons and muons were obtained. Electron interaction asymmetries eA   and asymmetries difference 
lA  for leptons of different generation defined as 
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where  l

PP X   is the total cross section of X  boson production process in l –interaction;  P P is initial(final) 

lepton polarization. Corresponding graphics for different processes are presented in Fig. 1.  

 
 

Fig. 1. Asymmetries  ;
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  (b) in following cases  , ,X PP KK  : 

 , ,LL LR  – dotted line,  , ,Z LL LR  – solid line,  , ,W LL LR – dashed line,  , ,Z LR RL – gray line. 

Deviations from the obtained values (with the exception of radiation corrections) may indicate observed deviations 

from the Standard Model.  
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